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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to examine and analyze the influence of: (1) internal environment, external environment, business ethics, entrepreneurial orientation on differentiation strategies; (2) internal environment, external environment, business ethics, entrepreneurial orientation, differentiation strategies on competitive advantage; (3) internal environment, external environment, business ethics, entrepreneurial orientation, differentiation strategies, competitive advantage on business performance. This research is an explanatory type of research with a quantitative approach. The populations in this study were all Small Industries in Surabaya as many as 384 Small Industries in Surabaya, while the samples used were 349 Small Industries in Surabaya. Data collection is done by questionnaire. The data analysis technique used is the Structural Equation Model (SEM) with AMOS program. Based on the results of the analysis shows that: (1) internal environment, external environment, business ethics, entrepreneurial orientation significantly influences on differentiation strategy; (2) business ethics, entrepreneurial orientation, differentiation strategy has a significant influences on competitive advantage, while internal environment and external environment does not have a significant influences on competitive advantage; (3) internal environment, entrepreneurial orientation, differentiation strategies, competitive advantage has a significant influences on the performance of small industries, while external environment and business ethics has no significant influences on the performance of small industries.
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INTRODUCTION
The existence of Small Industries in Indonesia today continues increasing and developing rapidly. Besides that, Small Industries are proved to be able to endure and continually develop in the middle of crisis, because generally, these sectors still use local resources, both resources of human, capitals, raw materials, and tools, it means most of Small Industry needs do not depend on import items. Small Industries are crucial Indonesian economical supporters. In the
middle of weakening global economics that strikes Indonesia today, Small Industries are hardly influenced and the growths are relatively stable (Gunawan, 2016).

According to the data of Industrial Ministry in 2016, Small Industries in Indonesia grew into 165,983 units by the total Small Industrial centers as 7,437 centers or they increased 4.5 percents compared with in 2015 and they have absorbed employees as 350,000 people. Statistical Center Office noted, the small industrial growths along 2017 were in the number of 4.74 percents. The growths were the lowest since 2013 ago, in which in 2013, small industries had chances to grow 7.51 percents, then they decreased in 2015 as 5.71 percents, and they returned to increase in 2016 but only as 5.78 percents (Gumelar, 2018). However, small industries in East Java slightly showed significant development, seen from decreases from 2013 as 89,786 units to be 39,932 units in 2014 and they increased in 2015 but insignificantly.

Majority of Small Industries will be able to endure and develop by having conducive internal and external environments. Improvement of small industrial performances is not separated from the abilities of facing environmental changes. Crijns and Ooghi (2000) explained that each company growth step is the result from two environments in which company does the business, i.e. internal and external environment. The research results conducted by Nurlina cs (2013) researched internal environmental influences toward differentiation strategies in Ornamental Plant Micro Business in Denpasar City and the results show that there are influences of internal environmental variables toward differentiation strategies. The research of Setyowati (2015) showed that internal environment influences significantly toward competing superiorities. Handriani (2011) proved that there are positive influences from internal variables toward competitiveness of Small and Medium Enterprises in Semarang Regency. Therefore, if internal conditions in Small and Medium Enterprises are good, so it will improve competitiveness of Small and Medium Enterprises. However, it is slightly different with the research findings of Nurlina cs (2013) that concluded that internal environment does not have direct influences toward competing superiorities.

Other factor that can support Small Industrial existence is business ethics. This case is proper with the opinion of Hafsah (2003) that business partnership successes are considerably determined by obediences among the ones partnered in running the business ethics. Today, there are still many companies that do not care about ethical problems in the business activities. This case also become problems for Small Industries in Surabaya in which business ethics is valued as still insufficient. Ethics is very important for company in running the business (Sinaulan, 2016). Ethics in business must be maintained by company in running the business. If the company still maintains the ethics in doing processes of productions and selling the products, so the products sold will be accepted by consumers as the final parties who buy or consume the products (Sinaulan, 2016).

Entrepreneurship orientation is also seen as necessary in supporting small industrial existence. According to the opinion of Kuncoro (2006) small industries in Indonesia is in quality difficult to develop in markets because of facing several internal problems, one of them is less entrepreneurship orientation. The research of Thibault (2001) expressed the important relations between entrepreneur characters and business characters toward performances and business growths in small industries. The research results of Sinaga cs (2016) found entrepreneurship orientation toward company performances. If internal environment and external environment, business ethics, and entrepreneurship orientation are in small industries, so it is hoped that they can run differentiation strategies. Small industries that can run differentiation strategies, so they will be also able to be superior in competing. Small industries that have superiorities in competing, so the small industrial performances are also
hoped to improve. This case is proper with the opinion of Porter (2008) who explained that competing superiorities are performance hearts for facing competitions. The same one is expressed by the statement of Ferdinand (2003) who explained that in competing markets, company abilities in resulting performances considerably depend on the competing superiority degrees.

Small industries that have differentiation strategies are also hoped to have improving performances. This case is proper with the opinion of Porter (2008) who explained that there are 3 strategies in some company, they are strategies of differentiation, cost leadership, and focus. Differentiation strategy is strategy for winning competition by developing product/service uniquenesses offered (Porter, 2008). The research results conducted by Anggraini and Sukaatmadja (2015) who researched in culinary industry in Denpasar City, the results prove that differentiation strategies influence positively and significantly toward culinary industrial performance improvement in Denpasar City. This case shows that differentiation strategy applications in culinary industries can improve the company performances.

It can be said that differentiation strategies are very important for competing superiorities, such as Kotler (2008) who stated that competing superiorities of a company is by company offer differentiation that will give more values to consumers than the brought by competitors. The research results conducted by Ramadhani (2012) showed that overall differentiation strategies influence significantly toward competitiveness improvement. So did Sulistiani (2014) who stated that differentiation strategies influence significantly toward competing superiorities of some company.

LITERATURE REVIEWS

Theoretical Basis

Strategy Management

Strategy managerial definition by Wheelen and Hunger (2008:3) was defined as a set of managerial decisions and actions that determine long-term performances from company. This involves environmental scanner [both external and internal], strategy formulation [strategy or long-term plan], strategy control execution and evaluation.

Internal Environment

According to Coulthard (2007:31) internal environment could be defined as relationship dynamism that has moderating and mediating roles in organizational components such as cultures, strategies, leadership, processes of taking decisions, structures, and resources. Internal environment can be measured through several indicators that refer to Wulandari (2009) they are: (1) Company measure; (2) Organizational structure; (3) Company strategy; (4) Making process; (5) Business strategy; (6) Company resources; (7) Company culture; (8) Managemental team characteristics.

External Environment

Pearce and Robinson (2013:92), explained that company external environments are all conditions and strengths that influence strategic options conducted by company and determine the competition situations. External environment can be measured through several indicators that refer to Wulandari (2009) they are: (1) Dynamism; (2) Munificence; (3) Complexity; (4) Characteristic.
**Business Ethics**
According to Muslich (2009:9) business ethics can be meant as knowledge about ideal procedures of ruling and managing business that care about valid norms and moralities universally and economically/socially, and applying these norms and moralities support business activity aims and purposes. Business ethics in this research is measured through several indicators that refer to Muslich (2009), they are: (1) Economical principles; (2) Honesty principles; (3) Good intention principles and Not having evil intentions; (4) Fair principles; (5) Respecting principles to yourself.

**Entrepreneurship Orientation**
Entrepreneurship orientation is some organizational phenomenon that reflects their managerial abilities, as company begins to do initiative and change competitive actions so it can prosper the business run (Quantananda and Haryadi, 2015:707). Entrepreneurship orientation in this research is measured through several indicators that refer to Zimmerer and Scarborough (2008), they are: (1) Innovative; (2) Proactive; (3) Courage in taking risks.

**Differentiation Strategy**
According to Pearce and Robinson (2013:4) strategy is company plan for creating competing superiorities. Differentiation strategy is strategy used by company for differentiating products sold and competitor products in order to be known by consumers. Differentiation strategy in this research is measured through several indicator that refer to Porter in Ingga (2009), they are: (1) Product quality; (2) Service quality; (3) Advertisement; (4) R&D activities; (5) Price; (6) Time of delivering items; (7) Guaranteed stocks; (8) Product designs are more interesting; (9) After sales service.

**Competing Superiority**
Competing superiority is development from the values that can be created by company for the buyers (Ramadhani, 2012:4). Competing superiority is business ability for achieving abnormal profits in industrial competitions through strategies of creating values. Competing superiority in this research is measured through several indicators that refer to Thomson, et al (2010:163), they are: (1) Determining the lowest costs; (2) Differentiation; (3) Determining the best costs; (4) Differentiation focus; (5) low cost strategy focus.

**Small Industry Performance**
According to Mulyadi (2011:337), performance is success of organizational personnel, team, or unit in forming strategic targets that have been determined before by the hoped attitudes. Small Industry Performance is something resulted by some Small Industry in certain period by referring to the determined standards. Small Industry Performance in this research is measured through several indicators that refer to Munizu (2010), they are: (1) Sales Growth; (2) Capital Growth; (3) Employee Growth; (4) Market Growth; (5) Profit Growth.
Conceptual Model

Figure 1. Conceptual Model

Research Hypothesis

H₁: Internal environment influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₂: External environment influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₃: Business ethics influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₄: Entrepreneurship orientation influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₅: Internal environment influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₆: External environment influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₇: Business ethics influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₈: Entrepreneurship orientation influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₉: Differentiation strategies influence toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₁₀: Internal environment influences toward small industry performances in small industries in Surabaya City.
H₁₁: External environment influences toward small industry performances in Surabaya City.
H₁₂ : Business ethics influences toward small industry performances in Surabaya City.
H₁₃ : Entrepreneurship orientation influences toward small industry performances in Surabaya City.
H₁₄ : Differentiation strategies influence toward small industry performances in Surabaya City.
H₁₅ : Competing superiorities influence toward small industry performances in Surabaya City.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This research is quantitative research by the research type based on observational time, i.e. *crossectional study*. The utility type from the research includes explanation research type or *Explanatory Study*.

The population in this research consists of all small industries in Surabaya that have investment values below 1 billions as 384 small industries in Surabaya. The sample-taking technique taken is surfeited sampling technique. The samples in this research are 384 small industries in Surabaya. But in the questionnaire distribution processes, there are 16 questionnaires that are not returned and lost anad also 19 questionnaires are incomplete in filling answers in the questionnaires, so the samples that can be used in this research are 349 small industries in Surabaya.

The analysis technique chosen for analyzing data and examining hypothesis in this research is *Structural Equation Model (SEM)* by the program aid of AMOS (*Analysis of Moment Structures*).

**RESEARCH RESULTS**

**Structural Similarity**

Structural similarity is function or model of causality relation among the variables researched and hypothesized. This research shows that there are three endogenous variables and four exogenous variables. From the SEM analysis results by AMOS, it is achieved the two research similarities, they are:

Differentiation Strategies \( Z₁ = 0.347 \text{ Internal Environment } X₁ + 0.415 \text{ External Environment } X₂ + 0.110 \text{ Business Ethics } X₃ + 0.077 \text{ Entrepreneurship Orientation } X₄ \)

Competing Superiorities \( Z₂ = 0.055 \text{ Internal Environment } X₁ - 0.013 \text{ External Environment } X₂ + 0.324 \text{ Business Ethics } X₃ + 0.465 \text{ Entrepreneurship Orientation } X₄ + 0.187 \text{ Differentiation Strategies } Z₁ \)

Small Industry Performances \( Y = 0.114 \text{ Internal Environment } X₁ + 0.102 \text{ External Environment } X₂ + 0.064 \text{ Business Ethics } X₃ + 0.135 \text{ Entrepreneurship Orientation } X₄ + 0.202 \text{ Differentiation Strategies } Z₁ + 0.452 \text{ Competing Superiorities } Z₂ \)

**Hypothesis Examination Results**

The research hypothesis examination is conducted based on the causality relational analysis results inter-research constructs, as served in the following Table 1:
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Direct Influence</th>
<th>Examinational Results of Research Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Internal Environment $X_1 \rightarrow$ Differentiation Strategies $Z_1$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>External Environment $X_2 \rightarrow$ Differentiation Strategies $Z_1$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Business Ethics $X_3 \rightarrow$ Differentiation Strategies $Z_1$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Entrepreneurship Orientation $X_4 \rightarrow$ Differentiation Strategies $Z_1$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Internal Environment $X_1 \rightarrow$ Competing Superiorities $Z_2$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>External Environment $X_2 \rightarrow$ Competing Superiorities $Z_2$</td>
<td>Estimate: -0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Business Ethics $X_3 \rightarrow$ Competing Superiorities $Z_2$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Entrepreneurship Orientation $X_4 \rightarrow$ Competing Superiorities $Z_2$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Differentiation Strategies $Z_1 \rightarrow$ Competing Superiorities $Z_2$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Internal Environment $X_1 \rightarrow$ Small Industry Performances $Y$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>External Environment $X_2 \rightarrow$ Small Industry Performances $Y$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Business Ethics $X_3 \rightarrow$ Small Industry Performances $Y$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Entrepreneurship Orientation $X_4 \rightarrow$ Small Industry Performances $Y$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Differentiation Strategies $Z_1 \rightarrow$ Small Industry Performances $Y$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Competing Superiorities $Z_2 \rightarrow$ Small Industry Performances $Y$</td>
<td>Estimate: 0.452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Criteria Evaluational Results of Goodness of Fit**

After SEM assumptions are fulfilled, so it is conducted structural fairness examination and therefore, it will be used several model fairness indexes in which the results are seen in the following Table 2:

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Cut-off Value</th>
<th>Model Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>829.57</td>
<td>It is hoped the value is small</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cmin/DF</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>&lt; 2</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>&lt; 0.08</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.80 - 0.90</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.80 - 0.90</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>&gt; 0.90</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>&gt; 0.90</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The probability value as 0.586 means > 0.05 by fit category. The value of Cmin/DF as 0.989 means < 2 by fit category. The value of RMSEA as 0.000 means < 0.08 by fit category. AGFI as 0.891 means close to this value between 0.80 to 0.90 by fit category. The value of GFI as 0.903 means between the value of 0.80 and 0.90 by fit category. The value of CFI as 1.000 means >
0.90 by fit category. The value of TLI as 1.001 means > 0.90 by fit category. Based on table 5.20, it can be explained that the examinational results of goodness of fit in structural similarity model show the good data because they have met all criteria required.

**DISCUSSIONS**

**Internal Environmental Influences to Differentiation Strategies**

Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is internal environment has significant influences toward differentiation strategies. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 8.331, by p value as 0.000 or less than 0.05, it means that differentiation strategies can be formed by good internal environment. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Internal environment influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City” is accepted. The relations of internal environmental and differentiation strategy variables are positive, so it can be said that the better the internal environment created by small industries in Surabaya, so it will be better and better in creating differentiation strategies. According to Nurlina cs (2013) through internal environmental mastery and control by prioritizing production resources supported by human resources abilities, so differentiation strategy application from business doers becomes proper and proper for responding chances and challenges faced. The results in this research are parallel with the research findings of Syafarudin (2015) who stated that internal environment influences significantly toward differentiation strategies.

**External Environmental Influences Toward Differentiation Strategies**

Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is external environment has significant influences toward differentiation strategies. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 9.547, by p value as 0.000 or less than 0.05, it means that differentiation strategies can be influenced by creating good external environment but the influences are not significant. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “External environment influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City” is accepted. The relations of external environment and differentiation strategy variables are positive, so it can be said that the better the external environment created around the small industry doer environment, so it will be better and better the differentiation strategies created by small industries in Surabaya. The findings are consistent with the research results of Ingga (2009) in which external environment influences positively and significantly toward differentiation strategies.

**Business Ethical Influences Toward Differentiation Strategies**

Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is business ethics has significant influences toward differentiation strategies. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 2.761, by p value as 0.006 or less than 0.05, it means that differentiation strategies can be influenced by good business ethical applications in running the business. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Business ethics influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City” is accepted. The relations of business ethical and differentiation strategy variables are positive, so it can be said that the better the business ethics owned by small industries in Surabaya, so it will be better and better the differentiation strategies created by small industries in Surabaya. The business ethics aimed is business managerial attitude by caring about valid norms and moralities.

**Entrepreneurship Orientation Influences Toward Differentiation Strategies**

Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is entrepreneurship has significant influences toward differentiation strategies. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 1.995, by p value as 0.046 or less than 0.05, it means that differentiation strategies can be influenced by abilities in good entrepreneurship orientation. This case means that the
The hypothesis that sounds “Entrepreneurship orientation influences toward differentiation strategies in small industries in Surabaya City” is accepted. The influences of entrepreneurship orientation toward differentiation strategy variables are positive, so it can be said that the higher the entrepreneurship orientation owned by small industries in Surabaya, so it will be higher and higher the differentiation strategies created by small industries in Surabaya. Nuvriasari et al. (2015) showed that there are positive and significant influences between entrepreneurship orientation and competing strategies [differentiation strategies, low costs, and focuses].

**Internal Environmental Influences Toward Competing Superiorities**

Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is internal environment does not have significant influences toward competing superiorities. This case can be seen from the value of CR as -0.228, by p value as 0.819 or less than 0.05, it means that competing superiorities can be improved through good external environment but the improvement is not significant. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Internal environment influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City” is unaccepted. Internal environment influences insignificantly toward competing superiorities but it has positive relational directions, so it can be said that the better the internal environment created by small industries in Surabaya, so it will be higher and higher the competing superiorities in running the business. The research results are parallel with the research results of Ingga (2009), that showed that internal environment does not influence significantly toward competitive superiorities. But, the findings do not support the findings of Setyowati (2015) that proved that internal environment influences significantly toward competing superiorities.

**External Environmental Influences toward Competing Superiorities**

Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is external environment does not have significant influences toward competing superiorities. This case can be seen from the value of CR as -0.228, by p value as 0.819 or less than 0.05, it means that competing superiorities can be improved through good external environment but the improvement is not significant. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “External environment influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City is unaccepted. Nurlina et al. (2013) said that external environment can improve competing superiorities directly, this case is parallel with the opinion of Crijns and Ooghi (2000:56) that the higher the company abilities for managing internal environment, so the company tends to be more and more proactive in seeking new chances, it will be more innovative and creative than the competitors, respond the happening changes in external environment well, bravely take risks and have authorities for running the company decisions.

**Business Ethical Influences toward Competing Superiorities**

Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is business ethics has significant influences toward competing superiorities. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 6.629 by p value as 0.000 or less than 0.05, it means that competing superiorities can be formed by good business ethical applications. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Business ethics influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City” is accepted. The variable relations of business ethics and competing superiorities are positive, so it can be said that the better the business ethics owned by small industries in Surabaya, so it will be higher and higher the competing superiorities in managing the business. The research results are parallel with the research results of Mariadji and Yuniati (2014) in which business ethics has significant influences toward competitive superiorities.
Entrepreneurship Orientation Influence Toward Competing Superiorities
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is entrepreneurship orientation has significant influences toward competing superiorities. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 9.324, by p value as 0.000 or less than 0.05, it means that competing superiorities can be influenced by good entrepreneurship orientation. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Entrepreneurship orientation influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City is accepted. The variable relations of entrepreneurship orientation and competing superiorities are positive, so it can be said that the better the entrepreneurship orientation owned by small industries in Surabaya, so it will give and give impacts in competing superiority improvement in running the business. An entrepreneur who runs entrepreneurship orientation has attitudes of innovative, proactive and bravely taking risks. The research results are parallel with the research results of Sinaga, Mangunwiharjo, and Sugiarto (2016) in which in the research was found that entrepreneurship orientation has positive and significant influences toward competing superiorities.

Differentiation Strategy Influences toward Competing Superiorities
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is differentiation strategy has significant influences toward competing superiorities. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 2.357, by p value as 0.018 or less than 0.05, it means that competing superiorities can be formed by good differentiation strategies. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Differentiation strategies influences toward competing superiorities in small industries in Surabaya City” is accepted. The variable relations of differentiation strategies and competing superiorities are positive, so it can be said that the higher the differentiation strategies created by small industries in Surabaya, so it will improve and improve competing superiorities in running the business. Differentiation superiorities become one of unique aspects in some organization that influences consumer targets to be loyal consumers of the company compared with other competitors (Ramadhani, 2012). The research results support the findings of Nurlina cs (2013) who found significant influences between differentiation strategies and competing superiorities.

Internal Environmental Influences toward Small Industrial Performances
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is internal environment has significant influences toward small industrial performances. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 1.981, by p value as 0.048 or less than 0.05, it means that small industry performances can be formed by good internal environment. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Internal environment influences toward small industry performances in small industries in Surabaya City” is accepted. The happening influences between the variables of internal enviroment and small industrial performances are positive, so it can be said if some small industries have and have good internal environments, so the higher the small industrial performances in Surabaya. The research results support the research results of Sumantri cs (2013) who showed that internal environment influences positively and significantly toward business performances.

External Environmental Influences toward Small Industrial Performances
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is external environment does not have significant influences toward differentiation strategies. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 1.627, by p value as 0.104 or more than 0.05, it means that small industrial performances can be improved by good external environment but the improvement is not significant. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “External environment influences toward small industrial performances in Surabaya City” is unaccepted. Riyanto (2010) expressed that if external environment changes so it will cause Small and Medium Enterprises
performance changes toward positive change directions. The results are not parallel with the findings of Sumantri, Fariyanti, and Winandi (2013), in which in the research explained that external influences toward businesswomen business performances are positive and significant.

**Business Ethical Influences toward Small Industrial Performances**
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is business ethics does not have significant influences toward small industrial performances. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 1.101, by p value as 0.271 or more than 0.05, it means that the insignificant small industrial performances can be influenced by good business ethics. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Business ethics influences toward small industrial performances in Surabaya City” is unaccepted. The analysis results show that business ethics influences insignificantly but it has positive influence directions toward small industrial performances, it means that the better the business ethics owned by small industrial doers in Surabaya, so it will improve and improve the performances owned in running the business. The research results are supported by the research of Ogbari et al (2016) that showed that there are significant relations between business ethical practices and company performances.

**Entrepreneurship Orientation Influences toward Small Industrial Performances**
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is entrepreneurship orientation has significant influences toward small industrial performances. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 2.158, by p value as 0.031 or less than 0.05, it means that small industrial performances can be formed by good entrepreneurship orientation. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Entrepreneurship orientation influences toward small industrial performances in Surabaya City” is accepted. The company with high entrepreneurship orientation level will attempt to gain resources prepared by environment. The resources can then be allocated to proactive and innovative project directions that enable the company to explore and exploit chances for changing resources to be superior performances (Rosenbusch, 2013:65). Entrepreneurship orientation tends to have positive implications toward company performances (Setyawati, 2013). The results are parallel with the research results of Sinaga, Mangunwiharjo, and Sugarto (2016) who found that entrepreneurship orientation influences toward company performances.

**Differentiation Strategy Influences toward Small Industrial Performances**
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is differentiation strategy has significant influences toward small industrial performances. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 2.293, by p value as 0.022 or less than 0.05, it means that small industrial performances can be formed by good differentiation strategies. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Differentiation strategy influences toward small industrial performances in Surabaya City” is accepted. Purwidianti (2015) stated that business strategies have significant influences toward business performances. The results are not parallel with the findings of Stevanus, Rofiaty, and Aisjah (2016) which also proved that competing strategies do not influence significantly toward company performances.

**Competing Superiority Influences toward Small Industrial Performances**
Based on the research results, so the finding in this research is competing superiorities have significant influences toward small industrial performances. This case can be seen from the value of CR as 5.480, by p value as 0.000 or less than 0.05, it means that competing superiorities can be formed by good competing superiorities. This case means that the hypothesis that sounds “Competing superiorities influence toward small industrial performances” is accepted.
performances in Surabaya City” is accepted. The company that has competing superiorities will have better company performances (Sinaga, Mangunwiharjo, and Sugiarto, 2016). The competing superiority influences and the performances from the research results are also supported by the research results of Sinaga, Mangunwiharjo, and Sugiarto (2016) that showed positive and significant relations between competing superiorities and company performances.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research results and the discussions in the previous chapter, it can be taken several conclusions in order to answer the problem formulations. The several conclusions consist of:

1. There are influences of internal environmental variable toward differentiation strategy variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
2. There are influences of external environmental variable toward differentiation strategy variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
3. There are influences of business ethical variable toward differentiation strategy variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
4. There are influences of entrepreneurship orientation variable toward differentiation strategy variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
5. There is no influence of internal environmental variable toward competing superiority variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
6. There is no influence of external environmental variable toward competing superiority variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
7. There are influences of business ethical variable toward competing superiority variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
8. There are influences of entrepreneurship orientation variable toward competing superiority variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
9. There are influences of differentiation strategy variable toward competing superiority variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
10. There are influences of internal environmental variable toward small industrial performance variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
11. There is no influence of external environmental variable toward small industrial performance variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
12. There is no influence of business ethical variable toward small industrial performance variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
13. There are significant influences of entrepreneurship orientation variable toward small industrial performance variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
14. There are influences of differentiation strategy variable toward small industrial performance variable in small industries in Surabaya City.
15. There are significant influences of competing superiority variable toward small industrial performance variable in small industries in Surabaya City.

Based on the overall research results and the conclusions achieved, so the suggestions proposed are as follows:

1. It is hoped for Small Industries in Surabaya in order to be able to considerably add feature uniquenesses in each product sold and offered to consumers so it can considerably improve product values compared with other products.
2. It is hoped for Small Industries in Surabaya in order to be more efficient in producing activities and attempt to considerably improve product qualities so it will give impacts in industrial performance improvement.
3. For further researches, it is hoped so that they can use other independent variables assumed to be able to influence big and small industrial performances so it will be
gotten more complete informations upon the factors that can influence differentiation strategies and competing superiorities positively.
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